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1. Introduction. The present paper is the continuation of a recent study

[10](J) of algebraic algebras and more generally of I-rings and Fl-rings, i.e.

rings with nonzero idempotents in every non nil r. ideal ( = right ideal), re-

spectively rings whose homomorphic images are I-rings. The aim is to ex-

tend certain structural results on L-rings and L-rings (i.e. I-rings with

bounded index, respectively those whose primitive images are of bounded

index) which were considered in [lO] to a much wider class of I-rings by

abolishing the restriction that the index should be bounded, even for the

primitive images. This restriction, which in the case of L-rings is equivalent

to the minimal condition for the r. ideals of every primitive image, is re-

placed by a weak chain condition, the so-called D-condition (see Definition

6.2) which is imposed on a certain class of the principal r. ideals of every

primitive image. Thus, e.g. I-rings whose primitive images coincide with

their socle or, more generally, possess a composition chain of iterated socles,

fall under the new category.

In the structure theory of L-rings and L-rings a fundamental role was

played by the so-called matrix ideals, that is, ideals with central idempotent,

isomorphic with a total matrix ring of finite degree over a plain ring. For

the type of rings considered here matrix ideals are no longer available.

In general the center of these rings, even if they are semi-simple, is vacuous

(i.e. =0). We introduce a class of r. ideals, the so-called r. P-ideals which

play here a similar role to that of the matrix ideals in the former theory.

A r. ideal is a r. P-ideal if it is a plain ring modulo its radical. The sum S' of

all r. P-ideals of a ring <S is called the P-socle of ©. This is an ideal that

contains also all 1. P-ideals of the ring. We show e.g. that every Fl-ring

satisfying the D-condition for its primitive images is P-soluble, i.e. it pos-

sesses a composition chain of ideals {^4,,} such that for every a the ring A,+i

—Ac is the P-socle of S—Ac. Conversely, the primitive images of a P-soluble

Fl-ring satisfy the D-condition. It follows that an Fl-ring is P-soluble if

and only if every primitive image is P-soluble. The D-condition for the

primitive images of an I-ring implies its validity for the ring itself. In the case

of algebraic algebras we are able to show that the converse is also true.

In §8 we apply these results to obtain a generalization of Kaplansky's

theorems concerning Kurosch's problem (compare [6], [7], and [lO]). In

handling this problem, the locally finite kernel which was introduced in [10]
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again proved to be a rather useful tool. Another application is discussed in

§7, where a result due to R. Baer [2] concerning rings that possess a com-

position chain of iterated socles is sharpened and generalized.

In order to avoid repetitions in proving a certain category of theorems,

or formulating definitions of similar character for the various types of rings

that are considered here, it was found to be expedient to present such ma-

terial in a unified manner for a class of rings of a more general type, the so-

called ©-rings (§2). This section is intimately connected with recent investi-

gations of A. S. Amitsur [l ] who has undertaken an axiomatic study of cer-

tain properties of rings and other more general algebraic domains. However,

in our §2, which is of a preparatory character, no attempt was made to

achieve the greatest possible generality.

As to terminology, compare [lO]. In this paper "ideal" always means

two-sided ideal.

2. A general notion of solubility. Denote by © a ring property satisfying

the conditions 2.1-2.5 specified below. A ring, a r. ideal or a 1. ideal having

property © will be referred to as an ©-ring, a r. ©-ideal and a 1. ©-ideal re-

spectively.

Condition 2.1. Every r. ideal and every 1. ideal of an ©-ring are ©-rings.

Condition 2.2. If A is a r. ©-ideal of a ring 5 and s ES, then s A is a

r. ©-ideal. Similarly for 1. ©-ideals.

Condition 2.3. Every ring S such that 52 = 0 is an ©-ring.

Condition 2.4. If A is an ideal in 5 such that A2 = 0, then S—A is an

©-ring if and only if 5 is an ©-ring.

Condition 2.5. Every 1. ideal generated by an element of a r. ©-ideal is a

1. ©-ideal (and similarly, by interchanging r. ideals and 1. ideals).

If every homomorphic image of an ©-ring S is an ©-ring, we say that 5

has the F@-property. A ring, a r. ideal or a 1. ideal having the property F©

will be referred to as an F©-ring, r. FS-ideal or 1. F©-ideal respectively.

Theorem 2.1. Every r. ideal R of an F(S-ring S is an F©-ring.

Proof. Let A' be an ideal in P. We have to show that R — A' is an ©-ring.

Put A"=A'R and A =SA"+A". Then A is an ideal in S, RAÇA" and we

have

P - A' ÊË (P - A") - iA' - A"),(1) \ i      \

(P - A") Ê_ (P - RA) - iA" - RA).

Since evidently A'2CA", A"2QRA, it follows by condition 2.4 that R-A'

is an ©-ring whenever R — RA is an ©-ring. Now

(2) (P- RA) - [iRC\A) - P_4]_^P- iAC\R).

For the ring P = (PC\4) — RA we evidently have P2 = 0, and thus by condi-

tion 2.4 it remains to show that R — (/IfÂP) is an ©-ring. In fact
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(3) R - (A n R) & (R + A) - A

and since S is an F©-ring we know that S —A is an ©-ring. Hence by condition

2.1 also the r. ideal (R+A) — A and hence R — (Af~\R) is an ©-ring, q.e.d.

Definition 2.1. The sum of all r. ©-ideals of a ring 5 is called the ©-socle

of 5.

Theorem 2.2. The (ü-socle S' of a ring S is an ideal which may be obtained

also as the sum of all I. (E-deals of S.

Proof. If aES', there exists a finite set of r. ©-ideals Pi, R2, ■ • • , Rn

such that a= XX i rú ^íERí- Then sa= 2?_i sr¿G X)íJ^«'- By condition 2.2
the sRi are also r. ©-ideals, hence sa ES', which shows that S' is two-sided.

If further L is any 1. ©-ideal and aGT,, then by condition 2.5 we know that

the r. ideal (a)r generated by a is a r. ©-ideal. Hence L lies in a sum of r. ©-

ideals, and thus for the sum S" of 1. ©-ideals we have S"QS'. Similarly

S'QS". Hence S" = S', q.e.d.
Definition 2.2. Let S' be the ©-socle of a ring 5. If S — S' is a nil-ring, 5

is called ©-reducible. A ring whose homomorphic images are ©-reducible is

called F©-reducible.

One verifies readily the following

Lemma 2.1. If a r. ideal R of a ring S is an ^.-reducible ring, then also RS

is ^.-reducible. If R! is the (i-socle of R, then RS — R'S is nil and R'S is a subset

of the (H-socle of RS.

With the help of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 one readily obtains

Theorem 2.3. The property of d-reducibility (FOt-reducibility) is an ^-prop-

erty (FQ*-property)(2).

Definition 2.3. A well ordered ascending chain (not necessarily properly

ascending) of ideals {Ac} in a ring S, beginning at A0 = 0 and terminating at

AT, is called a composition chain if for every limit ordinal X=r we have

A\ = \JC<\ A„. The ordinal r is called the length of the chain. If AT = S we say

that 5 has the composition chain {^4„}.

Lemma 2.2. Denote by {A A a composition chain for S. Then: (a) Let T be a

subring of S and put 5,= T(~\A „. Then {B„} is a composition chain for T, and

Ba+i — Ba is isomorphic with a subring of A„+i—A„. (b) Let T be an ideal in S

and put BC=(T+Ai) — T. Then {P<,} constitutes a composition chain for S—T,

and B<,+i—Ba is a homomorphic image of A,+i — A„.

Proof. Follows easily by standard argument.

Definition 2.4. If a ring 5 has a composition chain  {AA  such that

(2) Nillity is an FS-property. Theorem 2.3 remains valid if in Definition 2.2 we replace

nillity by any F©-property.
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Aa+i— Av is ©-reducible,  then S is called ©-soluble.  If all homomorphic

images of 5 are ©-soluble then S is called F©-soluble.

Theorem 2.4. (a) Every r. ideal of an ^-soluble ring is ^.-soluble, (b) If

{Ac} is an <ä-chainfor a ring S such that A,+i—A« is F(S-reducible, then S as

well as every r. ideal in S is Fd-soluble. (c) Every nonzero r. ideal of an

^-soluble i¥<S.-soluble) ring contains a nonzero r. d-ideal (r. Fii-ideal) of S.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2.3 every r. ideal in an ©-reducible ring is also

©-reducible. Hence if in Lemma 2.2 we identify the ring T with a r. ideal P,

part (a) of our theorem becomes a consequence of part (a) of Lemma 2.2.

Part (b) is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, while (c) results

with the help of Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 2.5. A ring S is Fd-soluble if and only if every nonzero homomor-

phic image of S contains a nonzero r. Fü-ideal.

Proof. The "only if" part of the theorem is contained in part (c) of Theo-

rem 2.4. To prove the "if" part, consider the sum Ai of all r. F©-ideals of the

ring. If 5^0 then Ai^O and by Theorem 2.3 it follows readily that _li is an

F©-reducible ring and an ideal in 5. If S = Ai the theorem is proved. If not

then 5—Ai contains nonzero r. F©-ideals and the process can be continued.

The familiar use of transfinite induction(3) leads to an F©-chain for 5.

3. Nil-ideals and I-rings. In the present section we collect some simple

facts concerning nil-ideals and I-rings which will be needed later. It is readily

verified that an I-ring (a nil-ring) is a special type of an ©-ring (F©-ring).

We denote by NiS) the nil-radical of a ring S, i.e. the maximal nil-ideal of S

and by _/*(5) the sum of all r. nil-ideals of S. By Theorem 2.2 we know that

N*iS) is an ideal that contains also all 1. nil-ideals of the ring. We recall that

it is still an open question whether or not _/*(5) =NiS). One verifies readily

the following

Lemma 3.1. All r. nil-ideals of a ring S that are contained in a r. ideal Rof S

belong to NiS) if and only if the following condition holds:

(4) N*iR)-RQNiS).

Proof. Suppose that (4) holds and let 7/i be any r. nil-ideal of 5 such that

NiQR. Then by NiQN*iR) and NiQR it follows in view of (4) that N\
Ç//iP__./(5), i.e. _/x is a nilpotent r. ideal modulo 5-7/(5). Since 5-7/(5)

has no nilpotent ideals, we must have _/i__//(5). Conversely, suppose that

every r. nil-ideal of 5 that lies in R belongs to 7/(5), and let //' be any r. nil-

ideal of P. Then N'R is a r. nil-ideal of 5 that lies in P. Hence N'RQNiS),

which shows that (4) is valid.

Remark. It follows easily that whenever (4) holds we have also

(') Compare e.g. [2, Theorem 5.1].
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(5) N(R) = N*(R).

Indeed, in this case N*(R) is a nil-ring and thus it must coincide with the

maximal nil-ideal of R.

Lemma 3.2. 7/(4) holds for a r. ideal Rofa ring S, then it holds also for every

r. ideal sR, sES.

Proof. Suppose that (4) is not valid for some sR. This means that for some

r. nil-ideal sPt of sR, where RiQR, we have sRi-sR<£N(S). Hence (sRi-sR)*

^N(S). Thus there is a triple of elements srit riERi, i=l, 2, 3, such that

sri-sr2-srzEN(S). Put a = sr2sr3, then sri-aEN(S). However, aSQsRi, i.e.

aS is nil. Hence also riaS is nil. Since ri-aSÇ.R, this implies by (4) that

riaSQN(S). Hence also sriaSQN(S), i.e. sri-aEN(S)—a contradiction.

Lemma 3.3. If for an arbitrary set of r. ideals {P,} the relation (4) holds,

then it holds also for R= s.Rí.

Proof. If not, then R contains a r. nil-ideal R'QN(S). Then R'2QR'R

C£7V(S). Hence for some Ri we must have R'Ri<¡:N(S). For some aER' we

get a'RiC¡:N(S). However a'P< is nil and since (4) holds for P¿, by Lemma 3.2

it holds also for a'P,, which implies a'RtQN(S)—a contradiction.

Lemma 3.4. If (4) holds for a r. ideal R of S, then it holds also for the ideal

A=SR+R.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have N*(sR)sRQN(S) lor every sG-5, which by

Lemma 3.3 yields N*(SR+R) ■ (SR+R)QN(S).

Lemma 3.5. If for an ideal A of a ring S we have N*(A) =N(A) and
N*(S-A)=N(S-A), then N(S)=N*(S).

Proof. First note that for an ideal A we have TV(yl)ç:V(S). If now R is a

r. nil-ideal in S, then (R+A)-A is nil in S-A. By N*(S-A) = N(S-A)
this implies that (SR+R+A)-AQN(S-A). Now

(6) (SR + R + A) - A £g (SR + R) - [An (SR + R)].

Since R is nil, also 7^4 is nil, which by RAQA implies P^4ÇTV*(^4) =7V(^4)
QN(S). Thus (SR+R)AQN(S). Since [(SR+R)nA]2Q(SR+R)A QN(S)
we have (SR+R)r\AÇZN(S), which by (6) implies that SR+R is nil, i.e.
SR+RQN(S). Hence every r. nil-ideal lies in N(S), i.e. N*(S) = N(S).

Lemma 3.6. If a ring S contains a set of r. ideals {P,} such that A = J^P,-

is an ideal, S — A is nil and R{ satisfies (4), then N*(S) =N(S).

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5.

Lemma 3.7. If for a composition chain of ideals {A A terminating at Ar we

have N*(A,+i-A„)=N(Ac+i-Aa) for tr+1 =r, then N*(AT) =N(Ar).
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Proof. This follows readily with the help of Lemma 3.5.

Lemma 3.8. If for a set of r. l-ideals iFl-ideals) {P¿} condition (4) holds

for every r. ideal of the set {respectively for every image of P,, induced by any

homomorphism of 5), then A = ^Jg_ is also a r. l-ideal iFl-ideal).

Proof. Let P be a non-nil r.ideal in A and bER a non nilpotent element.

For some integer w we have . G _C"-t P«- Then J_"_i bRi is not nil. Since by

Lemma 3.2 condition (4) holds for every bRit it follows that for some i the

r. ideal bRt is not nil. Since with P» also bRi is a r. I-ideal(4), it follows that

bRi contains a nonzero idempotent e, and we have eER, i.e. A is an I-ring.

The remaining part of the theorem (for Fl-rings) is evident.

Remark. We may say that a property © is additive for a ring 5 if the sum

of two r. ©-ideals of 5 is again a r. ©-ideal. With the help of Lemma 3.8 it

can be readily deduced that the I-property is an additive ©-property for

a ring 5 if and only if nillity is an additive ©-property for 5.

One verifies readily that if for an ideal A of a ring 5 both A and 5—A are

I-rings (Fl-rings), then also 5 itself is an I-ring (FI-ring). If further 5 is the

union of an ascending chain of ideals each of which is an I-ring (FI-ring),

then also 5 is an I-ring (FI-ring). These remarks in conjunction with Lemmas

3.6-3.8 may be summarized in the following two theorems:

Theorem 3.1. (a) If every r. (¿-ideal R of an (¿-reducible ring S satisfies

condition (4), then 7/*(5) =//(5). (b) If S is an (¿-soluble ring and {A,} is an

(¿-chain for S such that for any a every r. (¿-ideal of A„+i — A, satisfies condition

(4),/Aew_/*(5)=_/(5).

Theorem 3.2. (a) If for a set of r. l-ideals iFl-ideals) {P¿} of a ring S

condition (4) holds for every P,- {respectively for every image of P< induced by

any homomorphism of S), then the sum A = ^Ri is also a r. l-ideal iFl-ideal).

(b) If {A a} is a composition chain of ideals for a ring S such that Aa+i~A,

is an l-ring {FI-ring) for every a, then also S is an l-ring {FI-ring).

For later reference we mention here a case where condition (4) is auto-

matically invariant under every homomorphism of 5. First note that

Lemma 3.9. If for a ring T the difference ring T — NiT) is strongly regular,

then in every homomorphism T~JT' the image _/'(P) of i/(P) is =//(P').

Proof. If A is the kernel of the homomorphism, then B = (P—A)

- [(//(P) +A) -A ]__P- [//(P) +A} 2_ [T - NiT) ] - [(//(P) +A) - //(P) ],
which shows that P is a homomorphic image of the strongly regular ring

T — NiT). Hence P itself is strongly regular, which by the nillity of [NiT) +A ]

-A implies that NiT-A) = iNiT)+A)-A^N'iT).
This lemma yields the following sharper formulation of Theorem 3.2(a)

in the strongly regular case.

(4) We have remarked already that I-rings are special ©-rings.
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Theorem 3.3. If for a set of r. Fl-ideals {P¿} condition (4) holds for every

Ri and Ri — N(R¡) is strongly regular, then A = 2^P< is an Fl-ring.

4. On P-soluble rings. We now single out a class of ©-rings, the so-called

P-rings, which are fundamental for the following considerations.

Definition 4.1. A ring T is called a P-ring if T—N(T) has no nonzero

nilpotent elements. An equivalent definition is: The nilpotent elements of T

form an ideal. A P-ring which is a r. ideal in a ring 5 will be referred to as

a r. P-ideal. Similarly 1. P-ideals are defined. A ring whose homomorphic

images are P-rings is called an FP-ring.

The following lemmas show that the P-property is a special type of

©-property. First note that if U is a subring of a P-ring T, then evidently

N(U)QN(T). Hence

Lemma 4.1. Every subring of a P-ring is a P-ring.

We further have

Lemma 4.2. If Ris a r. P-ideal in a ring S, then for every s ES also sR is a

r. P-ideal.

Proof. If aEsR is nilpotent, a = sr, rER, then also rs is nilpotent. By

rsER this implies that rsR is nil. Hence asR and consequently also sRa are

nil. Assume further that srit r.GP, i = l, 2, is a pair of nilpotent elements.

Then also r,s, 7 = 1, 2, are nilpotent. Since rtER this implies that also

(/i — r2)s is nilpotent, which in turn shows that sri — sr2 is nilpotent. We have

shown that the nilpotent elements of sR form an ideal in sR, q.e.d.

Lemma 4.3. Every I. ideal generated by an element of a r. P-ideal is a I. P-ideal.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2 and may be omitted.

By definition every nil-ring is a P-ring. One verifies readily that if A

is a nil-ideal in a ring S, then S—A is a P-ring if and only if S is a P-ring.

This, in conjunction with Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 shows that any P-ring has

the ©-ring properties, and §2 is now available for P-rings. It may suffice to

mention here explicitly that one defines the P-socle of a ring as the sum of

all r. P-ideals and that this is an ideal that contains all 1. P-ideals of the

ring. It is clear how P-reducibility (FP-reducibility) and P-solubility (FP-

solubility) are to be defined.

5. On P-soluble I-rings. A homomorphic image of an I-ring, provided

that the kernel of the homomorphism is nil, is again an I-ring. Since further

any I-ring has ©-ring properties, every r. ideal of an I-ring (Fl-ring) is also

an I-ring (Fl-ring). In view of the fact that an Fl-ring is plain if and only

if it is strongly regular (see [10, Theorem 5.5]), this leads to

Theorem 5.1. If Ris a r. P-ideal in an I-ring {Fl-ring), then R — N(R) is
plain (strongly regular).
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Corollary. A r. P-ideal of an FI-ring is a r. FP-idealib).

The following theorem is to some extent the converse of Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. If T is a subring of a ring S such that T — NiT) is plain,

i/(P)__//(5) and TSTÇT, then R=T+TS is a r. P-ideal in S.

Proof. Let bER, bENiR). Then &P£//(P), hence bTQNiS). Thus bT
C£//(5)nP = //(P) i.e. Z>F£_/(F). Since bTQT and with T-NiT) also T
is an /-ring, there is an idempotent e^O such that e = bt, where t — teET.

Denote by e', V', and t' the images of e, b, and / under the natural homo-

morphism T~,T-NÇT). Then e' = b't', t'=t'e'. Since T-NiT) is plain, the

nonzero idempotent e' is in the center [10, Lemma 2.2] and thus e' = b'e't'

= b'2tn= ■ ■ ■ =b'kt'k for every k. Hence b' is not nilpotent, which implies

that also b is not nilpotent. Thus we have shown that NiR) contains all the

nilpotent elements of P, i.e. P is a r. P-ideal.

Definition 5.1. An idempotent e of a ring 5 is called a P-idempotent if

the ring eSe is a P-ring.

Since for an idempotent e we have NieSe)Ç.NiS), Theorem 5.2 yields

Theorem 5.3. If e is an idempotent of an l-ring S, then eS is a r. P-ideal

if and only if e is a P-idempotent.

The radical (in the sense of Jacobson-Chevalley) of an I-ring 5 coincides

with its nil-radical NiS). Since by definition every r. nil-ideal is a r. P-ideal,

the P-socle 5' of an I-ring contains its radical //(5). Since further every

matrix ideal of degree w (see Definition 2.1 in [lO]) is a sum of w r. P-ideals(6),

it follows that 5' contains also all ideals whose images modulo 7/(5) are

matrix ideals. Thus for an L-ring or an I2-ring 5 such that SZ)NiS), the

radical is a proper subset of the P-socle. Of a more general character is the

following result.

Theorem 5.4. // an I-ring S contains an idempotent ep^O such that either

the ring T = eSe is of bounded index, or every primitive image of T is of bounded

index, then the radical NiS) of S is a proper subset of the P-socle S'.

Proof. By [10, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4] the I-ring T=P-//(P) contains

nonzero matrix ideals. Hence T contains a nonzero P-idempotent ë. Let e

be an idempotent that maps into ë under the natural homomorphism F~_7'.

Then e is a nonzero P-idempotent in P. By Theorem 5.3 we know that e S is a

r. P-ideal of 5. Hence S'DNiS), q.e.d.

(5) In accordance with §2 a ring 5 is an FP-ring if every homomorphic image of 5 is a

P-ring.

(6) This is in analogy to the decomposition of a total matrix ring over a division ring into

a direct sum of minimal r. ideals.
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Theorem 5.5. If S is a primitive l-ring, then a r. ideal R^O in S is a minimal

r. ideal if and only if it is a r. P-ideal.

Proof. Suppose that R is a r. P-ideal in S. Since 5 is primitive, R is not nil

and thus contains nonzero idempotents. Suppose that R contains a pair

t?i, e2 of orthogonal idempotents and that eiSt^^O. Then for some sES we

have 05¿a = eise2 = eiae2, a2 = 0. Since R is a r. P-ideal, we must have aEN(R),

and thus aPÇTV(5)=0, whereas O^a^GaP. This contradiction implies

that Ci5e2 = 0, or ei5e2-S' = 0. By the primitivity of 5 this shows that either

Ci = 0 or e2 = 0 (compare [3, Lemma 4]) i.e. R has no pairs of nonzero orthog-

onal idempotents. By a familiar argument we conclude that for any nonzero

idempotent e in R we must have R = eS and that R is minimal. The second

part of the theorem follows easily.

Theorem 5.6. The P-socle S' of a primitive l-ring S coincides with the ordi-

nary socle of S.

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 5.5 in view of the definition of the

P-socle as the sum of all r. P-ideals of the ring.

Theorem 5.7. If the P-socle of an Fl-ring S is not nil, then the ordinary

socle of some primitive image of S is not zero.

Proof. By assumption 5 contains a non nil r. P-ideal R. Let e^O be an

idempotent in R. By Lemma 4.1, eS is a r. P-ideal in 5. The map ëS of eS in

some primitive image S of S is 5^0. By the corollary to Theorem 5.1 we know

that ëS is a r. P-ideal. Hence by Theorem 5.5, ëS is a minimal r. ideal in S,

which shows that the socle of 5 is 5^0.

Theorem 5.8. A ring S is a P-reducible I-ring (Fl-ring) if and only if S

contains a set {P¿} of r. ideals with the following properties :

(a) A = J^P» is an ideal.
(b) S—A is nil.
(c) Ri-N(Ri) is plain (resp. strongly regular).

(d) Relation (4) holds for all Ri.

Proof. Suppose that 5 is a P-reducible I-ring (Fl-ring) and let {Ri} con-

stitute the set of all r. P-ideals of S. Then assertions (a)-(c) follow by Theo-

rem 2.2, Definition 2.2, and Theorem 5.1 respectively, while (d) holds on

account of 5 being an I-ring. Conversely, if 5 is a ring with a set of r. ideals

{Ri} satisfying (a)-(d), then it follows in view of Lemma 3.8 and Theorem

3.3 that 5 is a P-reducible I-ring (Fl-ring).

Corollary 1. An l-ring (Fl-ring) is a P-reducible (FP-reducible) ring if

and only if conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 5.8 are valid.

Corollary 2. A P-reducible ring is an l-ring (Fl-ring) if and only if for

every r. P-ideal R condition (4) holds and R — N(R) is plain (strongly regular).
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Corollary 3. A P-reducible FI-ring is an FP-reducible ringlf).

We denote by ¿(5) the maximum of the indices of the nilpotent elements

in a ring 5. If the indices are not bounded, we write ¿(5) = °o.

Theorem 5.9. //Pi, R2, • ■ ■ , P„ are r. P-ideals of a semi-simple FI-ring S,

then the r. ideal A = J_"_i P¿ is of bounded index, with bound i(/l) satisfying

the inequality iiA) ^w + 1. Moreover, every nil-subring T of A is nilpotent and

*(P)_5« + L

Proof. Consider any primitive image S of 5. Since the r. ideals P.- map into

the P-socle of 5 (Corollary 3 of Theorem 5.8) it results by Theorem 5.5 that

the images of the P,- either are zero or are minimal non-nil r. ideals. Thus we

may assume that if A denotes the image oí A, then A = J_?Li P¿, where m^n

and the P¿ are minimal non-nil r. ideals. Thus A has a left unit ë and A

= ëAë®NiA), .//(/I) =//(/!), NiA)e = 0, whereas ëAë is isomorphic with a

total matrix ring of degree m over a division ring. It is known that every nil-

subring of ëAë is nilpotent of index _=w (compare [8]). Hence every nil-

subring of A is nilpotent of index ^m + 1. Thus the nil-subring P maps into a

nilpotent ring T of index _»i»+l. Since this holds for every primitive image

of 5, it follows readily that P itself must be nilpotent of index _=w + l_=w + l,

q.e.d.

Theorem 5.10. A ring S is a P-soluble l-ring {FI-ring) if S possesses a

composition chain of ideals {A„} such that A„+i—A, satisfies the following con-

ditions :

(a) There exists a set {R¡']} of r. ideals inA„+i-Aa such that R^ -//(P^)

is plain istrongly regular).

(b) The sum P„ = J^,- R^ is an ideal.

(c) PAe difference ring iA r+i — A „) — P„ is nil.

id) NiRf-))-RPçNiAr+1-A.).
Conversely, every P-soluble FI-ring possesses a composition chain satisfying con-

ditions (a)-(d).

Proof. Suppose that 5 is a ring possessing a composition chain satisfying

(a)-(d). From (b), (c), and (d) it follows by Lemma 3.6 that NiA„+i—A„)

= N*iAc+i—A„), which, taking into account condition (a), implies in view of

Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.3 that /L+i—/L is an I-ring (FI-ring). By Theo-

rem 3.2(b) it follows now that 5 is a P-soluble I-ring (FI-ring). Conversely,

suppose that 5 is a P-soluble FI-ring and let {/!„} be a P-chain for 5. With

5 also 5—A, is an FI-ring and Theorem 5.1 implies that Ar+i — Aa is a P-re-

ducible FI-ring. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 5.8 it follows therefore that con-

ditions (a)-(d) hold for the set {P¿} of all r. P-ideals of Ac+i—Ac.

By Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 3 of Theorem 5.8 we now obtain the im-

portant
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Theorem 5.11. Every P-soluble Fl-ring S is FP-soluble, that is: Every

homomorphic image of S is also a P-soluble Fl-ring.

This theorem implies that Theorem 2.5 is available for P-soluble Fl-rings

and we get

Theorem 5.12. A ring S is a P-soluble Fl-ring if and only if every nonzero

r. ideal of every homomorphic image of S contains a nonzero r. P-ideal R such

that R — N(R) is strongly regular and condition (4) holds for R. Every P-soluble

Fl-ring S possesses a uniquely determined P-chain {Ba\ of "iterated P-socles,"

i.e. such that P„+i —P, is the P-socle of S — B„.

We conclude this section by considering some special cases of P-soluble

Fl-rings. It will be convenient to introduce the following definition.

Definition 5.2. An element a of a ring 5 is said to have the finite rank 77

(notation: r(a) =n) if the r. ideal a5 contains at least one system of 77 orthog-

onal idempotents, but no systems of n + 1 orthogonal idempotents. Other-

wise we put r(a) = °°. If no idempotents are available we put r(a) =0.

We recall that a ring 5 is called atomic if it coincides with its ordinary

socle, i.e. with the sum of its minimal r. ideals.

Notation. If the descending chain condition on principal non-nil r. ideals

holds in a ring S, we say that 5 satisfies the d.c.p. condition.

Theorem 5.13. If S is a ring with d.c.p. condition then: (1) For every aES

we have r(a) < °°. (2) The ring S is an I-ring and S — N(S) is atomic. (3) Con-

versely, (2) implies that the d.c.p. condition holds in S.

Proof. If aS is not nil, it contains a primitive idempotent ei. Put ai = a

— da. If ax5 is not nil, it follows by a well known argument that aiS contains a

primitive idempotent e2, orthogonal to ei. Now aSZ^aiS, and by repeating

the argument it follows in view of the d.c.p. condition that aS splits into a

direct sum of r. ideals, aS= ^?_i dS+R, where R is nil and the e< are primi-

tive orthogonal idempotents. Hence r(a) =n and (1) is proved. The proof of

(2) and (3) follows readily.

Since for a primitive idempotent e the r. ideal eS is a r. FP-ideal, we have

Corollary 1. A ring that satisfies the d.c.p. condition is a P-reducible Fl-ring.

If 5 is semi-simple, we obtain the following result, due to I. Kaplansky

[6, Theorem 8.1 ]:

Corollary 2. 7/ a semi-simple ring satisfies the d.c.p. condition, then S is

atomicC).

If 5 is an I-ring, aES, r(a)=n, and e,-, i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, is a system of

orthogonal idempotents in a5, then it is evident that every c¿ is a primitive

(7) The present proof is essentially due to O. Wyler [12J.
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idempotent. In view of Theorem 5.13 we obtain the following useful char-

acterization of an I-ring that is atomic modulo its radical:

Theorem 5.14. An l-ring S is atomic modulo its radical if and only if every

element of S is of finite rank.

By the above Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.13 it follows that one obtains a

special type of P-soluble Fl-rings by considering rings that possess a com-

position chain of ideals {Aa} such that every ring _4-+i —_4^ is an I-ring and

every element in A„+i — A, is of finite rank. In analogy to Theorem 5.12 one

easily obtains the following result.

Theorem 5.15. A ring S possesses a composition chain {Ac} such that every

ring Ac+i — Ao is atomic modulo its maximal nil-ideal if and only if every

non-nil r. ideal in every homomorphic image of S possesses a minimal non-nil

r. ideal.

Remark. The case where A„+i— Aa is atomic was considered by R. Baer

[2].
6. Conditions for P-solubility of I-rings. The principal aim of the present

section is to obtain a complete characterization of P-soluble Fl-rings in terms

of their primitive images.

Let e be an idempotent in an I-ring 5 and suppose that e is not a P-idem-

potent (see Definition 4.1 and Definition 5.1). Then by [10, Theorem 2.1]

the I-ring eSe contains a complete matrix units system e^', i, k = l, • • • , nti,

Wi^2. If also efi is not a P-idempotent, then the ring e^Se^i contains a

complete matrix units system e$, i, k = l, • ■ • , m2, m27z2. Thus it follows

that in case 5 is a non-nil I-ring that does not contain P-idempotents, we

may continue the process of building this type of complete matrix units

systems indefinitely. This leads to the following definitions:

Definition 6.1. A sequence of idempotents

,,. (1)       (2)       (3)

is called a decreasing sequence (in short: D-sequence) if the following holds:

(a) The idempotent e$ is the first unit in a system of m\ matrix units

««', i, k = l, • • • , mn, where m„^2.

(b) ea  E en    Sen     , », « -« 1, • • • , mn; w = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

Definition 6.2. We say that the D-condition holds in a ring 5 if every

D-sequence in 5 is finite.

Remark. The requirement wz„_?2 implies that the right ideal e^S con-

tains at least two orthogonal idempotents, i.e. en+1) and e22+1); hence it fol-

lows that ,u+1)5 is a proper subset of en'5 and we obtain

Consequence f. All terms in a D-sequence (7) are different.
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Consequence 2. The d.c.p. condition implies the D-condition.

We shall presently see that the converse of Consequence 2 is not valid.

To this end we assume that the sequence (7) is infinite and start with showing

that the ring Cn_1)5eii-1) contains a complete matrix units system of m\

■m\+i units. Indeed, put ¿2+1) = £Ki 4<í4í+1)eí*\ then each êj*+1) commutes

with each eS and the set of m2-m2l+i elements ê«+1)«S, s, t = í, ■ ■ • , m\+í; u,

v=í, ■ ■ ■ ,m\ constitutes a complete matrix units system lying in ef'^Sefi"^.

Next note that for the first unit of this system we have ëîi+i>«n =eii+1)«n

= eii+1), and since eä+2)Gen+1)Seii+1\ we may repeat the above procedure

and obtain a complete matrix units system of 7Wj7772+i7w2+2 units lying in

eíi-1)5eíi-1). Thus proceeding we obtain (by induction) for each/ a complete

matrix units system of Hiía mt units. Since 777^ = 2, this yields

Lemma 6.1. 7/ (7) is an infinite D-sequence, then the ring euSe^ is of infinite

index for every n.

Corollary.  Every ring with a finite index satisfies the  D-condition.

Consider now a strongly regular ring S with unit and with an infinite

number of idempotents. Then S is certainly not atomic and thus the d.c.p.

condition does not hold in S. On the other hand 5 is of finite index ( = 1)

and thus by the above corollary the D-condition holds in S. Hence we have

Consequence 3. The D-condition does not imply the d.c.p. condition

even for semi-simple rings.

Lemma 6.2. 7tî every homomorphism S^JS the nonzero images of the ele-

ments of a D-sequence constitute a D-sequence.

Proof. Denote by ë$ the image of e«5. Condition (b) of Definition 6.1

is certainly preserved in S, while for any ¿n 5^0 it follows by «n = «i?««?«*"'

that ëik^0, i, k = l, 2, • • • , mn.

Theorem 6.1. If the D-condition holds for every primitive image of an l-ring

S, it holds also for S.

Proof. Consider an infinite D-sequence (7) in 5. In view of condition

(b) in Definition 6.1 it follows by a lemma due to Kaplansky (compare

[10, Lemma 3.3]) that for some primitive image S of 5 the image eií of «n

is 7^0 for every n, which by Lemma 6.2 (compare also the above Consequence

1) is a contradiction. This shows that every D-sequence in 5 is finite.

Theorem 6.2. If the D-condition holds for a non-nil l-ring S, then the

P-socle S' of S is also not nil.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 5 is semi-simple.

We have to show that S'5¿0. By Theorem 5.3 it is sufficient to show that 5

contains nonzero P-idempotents. Suppose that this is not the case and let e
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be a nonzero idempotent. Then eSe is not plain (Theorem 5.3). By [10,

Theorem 2.1] there exists a system of matrix units .«, i, k = l, ■ • • , mi,

»h =_ 2, so that e^ EeSe. Similarly 4Í5«!? contains a matrix units system e®, i,

k = l, ■ ■ ■ , m2, ff»2£_2, such that e« G«íi)5-n>. Thus continuing we obtain an

infinite D-sequence—a contradiction.

Lemma 6.3. Every P-reducible FI-ring S satisfies the D-condition.

Proof. We may assume that 5 is semi-simple. Let e he an idempotent in 5.

It is clear that e lies in the P-socle 5' of 5, and thus for a finite set of r. P-ideals

Pi, R2, • ■ ■ , Rn we have eE XXi P»=^4- Then eSeQA. By Theorem 5.9 we

know that A and thus also eSe are of bounded index, with upper bound

_sw + l. This shows in view of Lemma 6.1 that every D-sequence in 5 must

be finite.

Theorem 6.3. Every P-soluble FI-ring S satisfies the D-condition.

Proof. We may assume that 5 is semi-simple. Let {/!„} be a P-chain for

5. Suppose that 5 contains an infinite D-sequence (7). Start with an arbitrary

idempotent ci"1' of the sequence and denote by -ï = o"i(w) the smallest ordinal

such that e(ii^EAai. Suppose that _i = 1, i.e., e^ lies in the P-reducible ring

Ai. Then Ai contains the infinite D-sequence -n1+r), f = 0, 1, 2, • • -, contra-

dicting Lemma 6.3. Hence 0i>l. By the minimality of <ri it is further clear

that 0i is not a limit ordinal. Thus we may put 0i=p + l and we have e'"1'

EAP. Denote by cu' the image of e(fi in the natural homomorphism S~*.S

— Ap. Then ëf^EAp+i — A„, which by condition (b) of Definition 6.1 implies

that c(1"1+*)G^4p+i — Ap for every k. Since Ap+i — Ap is a P-reducible FI-ring,

it follows by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 that for sufficiently large k's we must have

.(!»!+*) _q^ or g^+*)^J4p. Thus we have shown that for some integer W2>wi

we have e^EAp. Choose the smallest integer of this kind and denote by

02 = 02(w) the smallest ordinal such that ¿$EA„2, then o2<<Ti. This process

leads toan infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals 0i>02> ■ ■ —a contradic-

tion which shows that there are no infinite D-sequences in 5, q.e.d.

Theorem 6.4. An FI-ring S is P-soluble if and only if the D-condition holds
for every primitive image of S.

Proof. Sufficiency. Denote by Ai the P-socle of 5. We have remarked al-

ready that the P-socle of an I-ring 5 contains the radical //(5) of 5. By Theo-

rem 6.2 it follows now that whenever 5Z)0 also/100. If Ai = S the theorem is

proved. If not, consider 5 — A\. With 5 also S — Ai is an FI-ring whose primi-

tive images are primitive images of 5, thus satisfying the D-condition. Hence

the procedure may be repeated and in familiar manner leads to a P-chain

for 5, i.e. 5 is P-soluble.

Necessity. Let now 5 be a P-soluble FI-ring. Then also every primitive
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image S of 5 is a P-soluble Fl-ring (Theorem 5.11). Hence the D-condition

holds in 5 (Theorem 6.3).

Theorem 6.4 and Theorem 5.11 lead to the following

Corollary. An Fl-ring S is P-soluble if and only if every primitive image

of S is P-soluble.

We have seen (Theorem 6.1) that the D-condition for the primitive images

of an 1-ring implies its validity for the ring itself. The question presents

itself whether for an Fl-ring the converse is also true. We are unable to

settle the problem generally, but we shall answer it in the affirmative for

algebraic algebras. We shall see that in this case the D-condition is preserved

under every homomorphism. For the remaining part of this section let S

denote an algebraic algebra over a field tf>, and A an ideal in S. Write b = c

ilb-cEA.

Lemma 6.4(8). For any element e which is idempotent modulo A there exists

an idempotent d in S such that d=e, d a polynomial^) in e.

Proof. By assumption e2 = e+a, aEA. Denote by e' the principal idem-

potent of the algebra (a)¿ generated by a over tj>. Then b = a — e'a is a nil-

potent element of A. Put a" = e — e'e. Since the elements a, e' and b are poly-

nomials in e, they permute with each other and with e, and one finds readily

that d'2 = d'+b, d' = e. Since b is nilpotent, it follows in a familiar manner

that there is an idempotent d such that d = d' and d a polynomial in d'. Since

with d' also d is a polynomial in e, the proof of the lemma is complete.

Lemma 6.5. Let ei, c2 be a pair of orthogonal idempotents modulo A. Then

there exists a pair of orthogonal idempotents di, d2 such that di = ei, 7 = 1, 2.

Proof. By Lemma 6.4 there exists an idempotent a\ such that di=ei,

diei = eidi. Put d{ =e2 — ái«2 — e2öi+a\e2ai, then didl =d¿di = 0. Since d{ = e2

we have d'2=e\=e2 = dl and thus, again by Lemma 6.4, we can find an

idempotent á2, a polynomial in d{ such that d2=di =e2. Since didl =d¿di = 0

and d2 is a polynomial in a*2, it follows that ¿i<í2 = ¿2¿i = 0, which completes

the proof.

Lemma 6.6. Let eit i= 1, • • • , n, be a set of orthogonal idempotents modulo

A. Then there exists in S a system of orthogonal idempotents, á,-, í = 1, • ■ • ,77,

such that dt = ei.

Proof. We use induction. By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5 we may assume that

77 = 3. Put e(2)= 2Z"=2 e¿. The pair ex, em is orthogonal modulo A, hence by

Lemma 6.5 there is a pair of orthogonal idempotents d\, dm such that

(8) The author is indebted to Professor N. Jacobson from whom he has learned about the

validity of this lemma, and who also conjectured Theorem 6.5.

(») All occurring polynomials are such over the field 4>, with constant coefficient =0.
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di=eu _<2> =e<2>. Consider the algebra 5' = ¿<2>5¿<2' and the ideal A' = d™AdM

in 5'. Then A'QA and the elements d{ = _(2)e;_(2), ¿=1, • • • , w, con-

stitute an orthogonal system modulo A' (and hence also modulo A). By in-

duction there exists a system of w — 1 orthogonal idempotents d», « = 2, • • •, w,

such that di = di, i = 2, • • • , w. Since _/ =;e¿, we have also _j=-c,-. By didi2)

= _<2)_a = 0 and _¿Gc7(2,5_<2), i^2, it follows that the system _¿, ¿= 1, • • • , w,

satisfies the requirements of the lemma.

Theorem 6.5. Let e,¡t be a system of w2 matrix units modulo A. Then there

exists in S a system of n2 matrix units d,k such that dik=Cik.

Proof. By Lemma 6.6 there is in 5 an orthogonal system of idempotents

e'u, »«■_, • • • , w, such that e'u=eu. Put d{j = e'iieae'jJ, then d'v = e'i} and we

have dijd¡>t — 0 iorj^j'. Consider the elements a= _C"-i ^'i+ii ^= _L"=i" <7¡+u>

and c = a"_1ôn_1. Evidently c=d'n. Hence c is idempotent modulo A and thus

by Lemma 6.4 there is an idempotent _n, a polynomial in c such that _u

= _n = c. For some polynomial gic) we have 0\i = cg(c) = an~1bn~1gic). Put g

= &B-1g(.)_ii. Then ein = o"-1^ and it follows readily by c • _n = _ nc = c that the

elements da = an~iqai~1, i=l, • • • , n, constitute a system of orthogonal

idempotents, whereas the elements dik = an~1qak~l, i, k — 1, ■ ■ ■ , w, form a

system of w2 matrix units. Now note that by dn=c, dn = cgic) it follows that

gic) =du. This implies that dik^eik, which completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 6.6. // the D-condition holds in an algebraic algebra 5, it holds

also in every homomorphic image T of S.

Proof. Suppose that T contains an infinite D-sequence (7). By Theorem

6.5 there is in 5 a system of matrix units d^, i, k = l, • • • , nt\, Wi_;2, such

that 0^' maps into e^ under the homomorphism S~„T. Consider the in-

duced homomorphism

f"Q\ ^(1)e^(1) (1>t (1>
(o) 011 _0n ~„ di I en .

Since e«Gen Pe(n, we can find (again by Theorem 6.5) in d^Sdii a system

of matrix units d^, i, k = l, • • • , m2, m2^2, such that __' maps into e&

under the homomorphism (8). Thus we obtain an infinite D-sequence -if,

w = l, 2, 3, • • • , in T—a contradiction.

In view of Theorem 6.1 we have the following

Corollary. PAe D-condition holds in an algebraic algebra S if and only if

it holds in every primitive image of S.

Theorems 6.1, 6.4 and 6.6 now yield

Theorem 6.7. An algebraic algebra is P-soluble if and only if it satisfies the

D-condition.

Remark. This is also a consequence of Theorems 6.3 and 6.6.
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7. On subrings of P-soluble Fl-rings. In the present section some prop-

erties of Fl-subrings of a P-soluble Fl-ring are derived and in particular a

result due to R. Baer is sharpened and generalized.

We have seen (Theorem 6.5) that if a system of 772 elements ea, i, k

= 1, • • -, w, in an algebraic algebra forms a matrix units system modulo an

ideal A, then there is a matrix units system dik in the algebra such that dik

— eucEA. It is readily verified that this theorem remains valid for any ring,

provided that the ideal A is nil. This leads in view of [10, Theorem 3.3] to

the following

Lemma 7.1. If R is a r. l-ideal in an arbitrary ring S and R — N(R) is of

bounded index with upper bound i(R — N(R)) —n, then R contains a system of n2

matrix units ea, i, k = l, ■ ■ -, 77. The ea are P-idempotents of S and thus

(Theorem 5.3) the euS are r. P-ideals of S.

Corollary. If R is a non-nil r. l-ideal in a ring S and R — N(R) is of

bounded index, then the crosscut of R with the P-socle of S is not nil.

Lemma 7.2. Let R be a non-nil r. Fl-ideal of a ring S and S' the P-socle of

S. Suppose that i(R-N(R)) < <*> and put R1=(R+S')-S'. Then

(9) i(Ri - N(Ri)) < i(R - N(R)).

Proof. Define the ideal R* of R suchjhat R*^N(R) and R*-N(R) is the

sum of all matrix ideals of R — N{R) =R; then by [10, Lemma 5.1] we have

(10) i{R - N{R)) > i{R - R*).

Let A be a matrix ideal of R of degree n modulo N{R), and let e be an idem-

potent in R which is the identity of A modulo N{R). Since A is a sum of n

r. P-ideals(6) modulo N(R), it follows that eES'. Thus the ideal (e) generated

by e in R is a subset of S' and we have {e)+N{R)çzS'r\R+N{R); conse-

quently R*QR** = S'r~\R+N{R). Now R*-Rr\S'QR**-Rr\S'QN{R-R
r\S') and by applying [10, Theorem 5.4] we get i{Ri-N{Ri)) = i({R-Rr\S')

-N{R-Rr\S'))^i{{R-RnS')-{R**-Rr\S'))^i{{R-RnS')-{R*-R
r\S'))=i{R-R*), or i{Ri-N{Ri))^i{R-R*), which in view of (10) yields

the required inequality (9).

Lemma 7.3. Let S be a P-soluble Fl-ring and {A„\ the P-chain of iterated

P-socles {compare Theorem 5.12). Suppose that R is a r. ideal of S such that

n=i(R — N(R))<«).  Then for some finite integer m^n we have P = -4„ if

(T = 7» + l.

Proof. Put Bk = (R+Ak) -Ak. If Bk = N(Bk), then in view of the fact that

the P-socle contains all nil-ideals, we have RQAh+i. If BkZ)N(Bk), then by

Lemma 7.2 one readily obtains

(11) i(Bk - N(Bk)) < i(Bk+i - N(Bk+i)).
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Since with Bk also B¡, j<k, is not nil, we obtain by (11)

n = iiBo - //(So)) > ¿(Pi - NiBi)) > > iiBk - NiBk))

which shows that for some m_w the r. ideal Bm must be nil and thus Bm

Ç.Am+i—Am, or RQAm+i, q.e.d.

Lemma 7.4. Suppose that the FI-ring S is the sum of all r. ideals of a set

{Ri} such that iiRi — NiRi))< a> for every i, and let {A„} be the P-chain of

iterated P-socles in 5. PAew 5 is P-soluble and 5 = /l_.

Proof. Every element a of 5 lies in the sum P of a finite number of the P¿

and for this sum an integer m may be fixed (Lemma 7.3) so that P__/lm, or

aEAm. Hence 5ÇU(r<_ /1„, which shows that 5 = /l_.

Remark. For the "actual" length of the P-chain Aa, i.e. for the smallest

ordinal r such that AT=AT+i, we may have r<w.

Theorem 7.1. Every Fl-subring T of a P-reducible FI-ring S is P-soluble.

If {Ba} is the P-chain of iterated P-socles of T, then T = Ba+i. If S coincides

with its P-socle, then T = B„.

Proof. Let {P<} be the set of r. P-ideals of 5, so that 5' = J^P,- is the

P-socle of 5 and 5 —5' is nil. Suppose first that S = S'. In this case every ele-

ment tET lies in the sum of a finite number of the P< so that for some integer

m we have /GP= _C"i &i- By Theorem 5.9 we know that i[iR+NiS))

— _/(5)]^wz + l. This yields for the r. ideal (¿)r generated by t in T the in-

equality^0) i[it)r — Niit)r)]fkm + l. Since every ring is the sum of its prin-

cipal r. ideals, it follows by Lemma 7.4 that T = Ba. In case Sff)S', we know

already at any rate that TC\S' is P-soluble and has a P-chain {G} of iter-

ated P-socles having the length co. Since 5 —5' is nil and T—iTr\S') = iT+S')

— S', also T—iTi^S') is nil and thus coincides with its P-socle T—Ca. Thus

by putting T=Ca+i, we see that the {G} form the required P-chain for P.

Theorem 7.2. Every Fl-subring T of a P-soluble FI-ring S is P-soluble.

Proof. Consider the P-chain {A«} for 5. By Lemma 2.2 we know that the

ideals A„i^T constitute a composition chain for T, where for every a the ring

P„ = iAa+iC\T) — iA,í\T) is isomorphic with a subring of the P-reducible

FI-ring A„+i — A„. Since by Theorem 7.1 all Tc are P-soluble, it follows readily

by transfinite induction that T itself is also P-soluble.

Corollary. Every subalgebra of a P-soluble algebraic algebra is P-soluble.

Remark. The above corollary is also an easy consequence of Theorem 6.7,

since it is clear that if the D-condition holds in a ring 5, it holds also in every

H Indeed, i[(f), - N((t)r) ] _J**(G)r - .7(5)0(0,) = i[«t)r+N(S)) - N(S) ] úi«R+N(S)
-N(S)).
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subring of 5. We consider now some special cases and first derive a simple

proof for the following theorem, due to A. Rosenberg [ll, Theorem l].

Theorem 7.3. Let S be atomic modulo its maximal nil-ideal. Then every

l-subring T of S is also atomic modulo its radical.

Proof. For aGP denote by r{a) the rank of a in 5 (see Definition 5.2) and

by r'{a) the rank of a in T. Evidently r'(a) =r(a). By Theorem 5.14 we know

that 7-(a)<oo, hence r'(a)<<», which implies (Theorem 5.14) that T is

atomic modulo its radical.

By Theorems 5.15 and 7.3 we obtain, by an argument similar to that used

in the proof of Theorem 7.2, the following result:

Theorem 7.4. Let S be a ring with the property: Every non-nil r. ideal in

every homomorphic image of S contains a minimal r. ideal. Then every l-sub-

ring of S has the same property.

Turning now in particular to the study of the nil-subrings of a P-soluble

Fl-ring, we recall first that an ordinary radical of any ring 5 is defined as the

sum of all nilpotent ideals of S, and that a composition chain {TV„} of iterated

ordinary radicals may be formed in 5 (where TV„+i — TV, is the ordinary radical

of S—Nc), terminating, say, at Nr — L(S). The ideal 7,(5) is called the lower

radical of S (see [2]). The ring S—L(S) has no nonzero nilpotent ideals,

whereas for any nonzero subring of L(S) the opposite is true. A ring 5 may

be termed an L-ring if S = L(S)(U). We also recall that every L-ring is semi-

nilpotent, i.e. every finite set in an L-ring generates a nilpotent ring, whereas

there exist semi-nilpotent rings that are not L-rings. We shall see that the

nil-subrings of a P-soluble Fl-ring are closely connected with L-rings.

One proves readily

Lemma 7.5. If a ring S has a composition chain {AA of ideals such that

Aa+i—Ac is an L-ring, then also S is an L-ring.

We prove now

Theorem 7.5. If a semi-simple P-reducïble Fl-ring S coincides with its

P-socle, then every nil-subring T of S coincides with its ordinary radical, i.e. T

is a special L-ring.

Proof. In this case 5= 2ZP,-, where {P,} is the set of r. P-ideals of 5. The
nil-r. ideal (t)r generated by an element tET in T lies in a sum of a finite

set of P's and is therefore by Theorem 5.9 a nilpotent r. ideal of T. Thus T

is the sum of its nilpotent r. ideals, q.e.d.

In view of Lemma 7.5 we get the following

Corollary 1. Let S be a P-reducible Fl-ring and S' its P-socle. If the nil-

rings N(S) and S — S' are L-rings, then every nil-subring of S is an L-ring.

(u) An L-ring is evidently an F@-soluble ring, with nilpotence as the underlying (g-property
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Since every homomorphic image of a regular ring is semi-simple, we get

Corollary 2. Every nil-subring of a P-reducible regular ring is an L-ring

that coincides with its ordinary radical.

Theorem 7.6. Let S be a P-soluble Fl-ring and let {BA be its P-chain of

iterated P-socles. If N(Bc+i — Bi) is an L-ring for every a, then every nil-subring

T of S is an L-ring.

Proof. Consider the composition chain {C„} for T where C, = TC\Ba (see

Lemma 2.2). Since C„+i— C„ is isomorphic with a subring of Bc+i — Ba we know

by Theorem 7.5 that C„+i—C is an L-ring. Hence by Lemma 7.5 it follows

that T is an L-ring.

In particular we have

Corollary 1. The radical of a ring satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7.6

coincides with its lower radical.

Remark. This corollary is a generalization of a theorem due to R. Baer (see

[2, Theorem 5.1 ]) concerning rings with a composition chain {AA ot iterated

socles (i.e. A,+i—Ac is the sum of all minimal r. ideals of S — A„). In this case

we have (N{Ar+i— Aa))2 = 0, i.e. N(AB+i — A„) is a very special L-ring.

For regular rings we evidently get

Corollary 2. Every nil-subring of a P-soluble regular ring is an L-ring.

Finally we state

Corollary 3. If the radical of every homomorphic image of a P-soluble Fi-

ring is semi-nilpotent, then every nil-subring of S is semi-nilpotent.

8. Kurosch's problem. Let 5 denote an algebraic algebra over a field

tp. Kurosch's problem (compare [4]) concerning the local finiteness of S has

been settled up to now under the following three conditions (compare [6],

[7], and [10]):

Condition 8.1. The minimal condition on r. ideals holds in every primitive

image of S.

Condition 8.2. If </> is the division algebra of endomorphisms of the

minimal r. ideals of a primitive image 5 of S, then c5 is of finite dimension

over its center.

Condition 8.3. The radical of every homomorphic image of 5 is locally

finite.

Remark. By a theorem due to I. Kaplansky [5], conditions 8.1 and 8.2

taken together are equivalent to the single condition : Every primitive image

of 5 satisfies a polynomial identity. We further note that all three conditions

hold if the algebra 5 satisfies a polynomial identity.

The aim of the present section is to show that condition 8.1 can be con-

siderably slackened.
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Lemma 8.1. If the locally finite kerneli12) K~iS) of an algebra S is =0, and if

e is a nonzero idempotent in S, then the algebra eSe is not locally finite.

Proof. Suppose that eSe is locally finite and consider the r. ideal P = eS.

Then R = eSe®N, N a nilpotent ideal in P, i.e. locally finite. Now with N

and eSeÇ=R — N also P must be locally finite, contradicting the assumption

thatP(5)=0.

Theorem 8.1. // aw algebra S satisfies the D-condition for every primitive

imagei13) of S, as well as conditions 8.2 and 8.3, then S is locally finite.

Proof. Denote by P(5) the locally finite kernel of 5. Condition 8.3 implies

that T = S — P(5) is semi-simple. At any rate the locally finite kernel K~iT)

of T is = 0 (see [10, Theorem 6.3]). Suppose that T^O. Since the D-condition

holds for the primitive images of T it follows by Theorem 6.4 that T is

P-soluble, and thus the P-socle T of T is^O. Since(14) //(P) =0, it follows that

T' is not nil and thus contains a nonzero P-idempotent e. The algebra eTe

is strongly regular. The primitive images of eTe are those 5^0 images that are

induced by the primitive images of T (see [6, Theorem 3.1]). If now ë is the

image of e in the homomorphism T^^JT, where T is primitive, then ëTë is

a division algebra(16) and thus isomorphic with the division algebra of endo-

morphisms of the minimal r. ideals of T. By condition 8.2 we know that

ëTë is locally finite. Hence conditions 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 hold for eTe, i.e. this

algebra is locally finite. By Lemma 8.1 it follows now that eT is locally finite,

i.e. 0?iePCP(P) =0—a contradiction which shows that we must have P = 0,

or 5 = P(5), q.e.d.
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